Introduction {#sec1}
============

Climate change involves a significant change in weather patterns around the world due to increased concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere mostly driven by human activities over the last 50 years ([@ref18]). The atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide has recently exceeded a mole fraction of 400 parts per million, higher than any century in the past 420,000 years ([@ref40]; [@ref34],[@ref35]). Because of the high concentration of CO~2~, global mean surface temperature increased by 0.87°C in the last decade compared to the average temperature from 1850 to 1900, and it is projected to reach 1.5°C between 2030 and 2052 ([@ref20]; [@ref34],[@ref35]). The significant changes in CO~2~ concentration and global temperature pose a significant threat to humanity because of their severe, extensive, adverse impacts on human and natural systems. Studies have shown that climate change increases the frequency and severity of extreme weather events ([@ref19]; [@ref53]), impairs global food production ([@ref29]), shrinks ice volume and snow cover ([@ref45]), causes sea levels to rise ([@ref26]; [@ref36]), and leads to forest disturbances ([@ref7]; [@ref47]) and deterioration of terrestrial and marine ecosystems ([@ref46]; [@ref14]; [@ref28]). In fact, the combined value of damages across agriculture, coastal storms, energy, human mortality, and labor sectors costs roughly 1.2% of gross domestic product per +1°C on average in the United States ([@ref16]).

The scientific evidence for climate change has been unequivocal ([@ref18]). In fact, 97% of actively publishing climate scientists agree that human activities are causing global warming ([@ref5], [@ref6]). However, some people still remain skeptical about climate change despite the scientific consensus (e.g., [@ref17]; [@ref44]; [@ref51]; [@ref15]). Within the United States, public views on climate change tend to polarize along party lines ([@ref32]). According to a recent Gallup Poll, 86% of democrats vs. 42% of republicans agree most scientists believe global warming is occurring; 4% of democrats vs. 69% of republicans think the seriousness of global warming is generally exaggerated; 89% of democrats vs. 35% of republicans believe global warming is caused by human activities; and 91% of democrats vs. 33% of republicans worry about global warming ([@ref4]). This partisan divide has not only endured, but widened over time. A poll from Pew Research Center shows that in 2006, 79% of democrats vs. 59% of republicans said there is solid evidence that the average temperature on Earth has been getting warmer, but in 2017, 92% of democrats vs. 52% of republicans said so ([@ref42]). There is also a growing divide in policy priorities: in 1994, 66% of democrats vs. 58% of republicans said stricter environmental laws and regulations are worth the cost, but in 2017, 77% of democrats vs. 36% of republicans said so ([@ref42]); in 2008, 47% of democrats vs. 15% of republicans said climate change is a top priority for the president and congress, but in 2018, 68% of democrats vs. 18% of republicans said so ([@ref43]).

To explain public skepticism on climate change, traditional accounts have adopted an information deficit model that attributes disbelief to a lack of knowledge or understanding ([@ref30]; [@ref48]), a lack of affect ([@ref27]), or insufficient awareness about the issue ([@ref39]; [@ref31]). However, these accounts have failed to explain the partisan polarization over the years when an increasing volume of information and evidence on climate change has been presented to the public. Another conundrum is that individuals with high science literacy and technical reasoning skills are not the most concerned about climate change, but rather, they are the ones among whom polarization is the greatest ([@ref22]; [@ref8]; [@ref24]). This suggests that the public divide on climate change is not solely driven by a lack of understanding or knowledge, and the mere presentation of climate change evidence is likely insufficient to convince the public.

Recent efforts to explain group polarization have relied on a motivated reasoning approach that traces back to studies on motivated social cognition in the early 1950's. In a pioneering study, [@ref13] demonstrated that after watching the same football game between Princeton and Dartmouth teams, Princeton and Dartmouth students drew distinct conclusions about the game, where they largely disagreed on the number of infractions made by each team, the reasons behind these infractions, the roughness of the game, and who started the rough play. This study suggests that the same sensory input is interpreted in vastly different ways depending on the viewer's social affiliations, predispositions, and motivations.

Following the same logic, recent theories focus on identity-based polarization, where perceptions of controversial topics such as climate change are driven by socio-political motivations and beliefs ([@ref8]; [@ref24]; [@ref1]; [@ref9]). Specifically, the cultural cognition thesis posits that people form perceptions of risks or controversial topics in a way that coheres with values characteristic of the groups with which they identify ([@ref23]; [@ref22]). One explanation underlying this thesis is that people selectively expose themselves to information from news media that is consistent with their existing motivations and beliefs ([@ref10]; [@ref37]). Similarly, the identity-protective cognition thesis argues that people high on numeracy skills use their quantitative-reasoning capacity to selectively interpret the data to conform to their cultural and political values ([@ref24]). Another account suggests that people automatically obey in-group norms and oppose out-group norms, but critically, they exaggerate the extent of opposition from out-group members, creating a false sense of cultural norm on climate change ([@ref49]).

Although many studies have suggested social motivations and ideologies determine the interpretation of quantitative evidence, it is currently unknown *how* motivations and ideologies shape perception and judgment. To specifically examine how this process occurs, here we propose a motivated attention framework to offer an attentional mechanism to explain the political polarization on climate change. Specifically, socio-political motivations shape visual attention to climate change evidence, altering the perception of the evidence and subsequent actions to mitigate climate change. The altered perception and actions can further reinforce prior beliefs and motivations, thus creating a positive feedback loop ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This framework is supported by our previous work that demonstrates that liberals who are concerned about climate change attend more readily to climate-related words over neutral words, but conservatives who are not concerned about climate change do not show an attentional priority of climate-related words over neutral words, suggesting that political orientations are associated with different attentional priorities of climate change ([@ref52]).

![A motivated attention framework of climate change perception and action.](fpsyg-10-01541-g001){#fig1}

In the motivated attention framework, we define political motivation as political orientation, and we predict that liberals and conservatives attend to the same climate change evidence (i.e., a graph of global temperature) in ways that are consistent with their political norms. Attention is measured by eye gaze dwell time on the graph. We define perception of climate evidence as the estimation of global temperature from the graph, and actions to mitigate climate change as the likelihood to sign climate petitions or donate to an environmental organization. To seek evidence for this framework, we conducted three experiments to examine how people with different political orientations perceive the same global temperature graph and whether the perceptual differences can be explained by different attentional priorities (Experiment 1), how these attentional biases alter actions to mitigate climate change (Experiment 2), and how drawing attention to motivationally consistent evidence influences climate actions (Experiment 3).

Experiment 1 {#sec2}
============

This experiment examines how political motivation alters the perception of climate change evidence. We predict that people with different political orientations perceive the same temperature graph differently when the graph is framed as global temperature, but not when the graph is under a neutral frame (i.e., when the evidence is not motivationally relevant). We further examine whether the perceptual differences can be explained by different attentional allocations on the graph. We tracked visual attention using an eyetracker in the lab while participants were viewing the graph. We predict that liberals and conservatives focus on different parts of the graph consistent with their political motivations to guide their temperature estimation.

Participants {#sec3}
------------

A total of 213 undergraduate students (142 females; mean age = 20.3 years, SD = 2.7) from University of British Columbia (UBC) participated for course credit. Six participants who provided an estimation above or below 2.5 standard deviations of the group mean were excluded from the study, leaving a final sample of 207. All three experiments reported here were approved by UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board. All participants in the experiments provided informed consent.

Stimuli {#sec4}
-------

We used a graph of global annual mean surface air temperature change in Celsius (°C) from 1880 to 2013 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), generated from estimates based on land data only[^1^](#fn001){ref-type="fn"} provided by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The y-axis was the temperature change relative to a baseline period from 1951 to 1980, a reference period used by NASA. Specifically, the temperature change was the difference between the global mean surface air temperature in each year and the mean temperature from 1951 to 1980 (baseline period). The graph subtended 27.2° of visual angle in width (916 pixels) and 15.9° of visual angle in height (527 pixels).

![A graph of global annual mean surface air temperature change in Celsius (°C) from 1880 to 2013 in the temperature condition, or neutral value change in the neutral condition.](fpsyg-10-01541-g002){#fig2}

Procedure {#sec5}
---------

Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: temperature condition (*N* = 104) or neutral condition (*N* = 103). In the temperature condition, participants viewed the graph of annual global temperature change. In a descriptive paragraph above the graph, participants were informed that the graph showed the annual global temperature change from 1880 to 2013. There was no label for the x-axis or the y-axis. Participants were eyetracked when they were viewing the graph. Eye gaze was tracked using an SMI RED-250 Mobile Eyetracking System (60 Hz). Each participant was seated 50 cm from a computer monitor with a resolution of 1920 pixels × 1080 pixels. After seeing the graph, participants were asked to estimate the average global temperature change from 1880 to 2013. In the neutral condition, participants viewed the exact same graph but without any framing related to global temperature, and the x-axis and the y-axis were exactly same as in the temperature condition. In the descriptive paragraph above the graph, participants were informed that the graph showed some value change from 1880 to 2013. Same as in the temperature condition, participants were eyetracked when they were viewing the graph. After seeing the graph, participants were asked to estimate the average value change from 1880 to 2013. After the estimation task, participants in both conditions provided their demographic information and rated their political orientation on an 11-point scale from −5 (very liberal, left-wing) to 5 (very conservative, right-wing). In our analysis, we divided participants into a liberal group (whose ratings on the political orientation scale were below 0) and a conservative group (whose ratings on the political orientation scale were above 0). In the temperature condition, the mean rating on the political orientation scale was −1.36 (69 liberals and 21 conservatives). In the neutral condition, the mean rating on the political orientation scale was −1.57 (69 liberals and 21 conservatives).

Results and Discussion {#sec6}
----------------------

### Estimation Results {#sec7}

The objective average change in the graph was 0.01, and participants in both conditions over-estimated the average value change (mean estimated change = 0.52 in the temperature condition, mean estimated change = 0.43 in the neutral condition, *p* \< 0.001). Participants in the temperature condition estimated the change as numerically larger than those in the neutral condition \[*t*(205) = 1.49, *p* = 0.14, *d* = 0.20\].

The goal of this experiment was to examine how people with different political orientations perceive the same global temperature graph. In the temperature condition, we found that more liberalism was weakly correlated with higher estimates of the temperature change \[*r*(102) = −0.19, *p* = 0.055\], suggesting liberals tended to perceive a higher temperature change than conservatives. However in the neutral condition, no correlation was found between political orientation and estimation of temperature change \[*r*(101) = 0.02, *p* = 0.83\]. These results suggest that political orientation is associated with different perceptions of the same evidence when the graph is framed as global temperature, but not when the graph is under a neutral frame (i.e., when the evidence is not motivationally relevant).

### Eyetracking Results {#sec8}

The heatmaps of the average dwell time for liberals and conservatives in the temperature condition are shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The heatmap of the average dwell time for independents (whose ratings on the political orientation scale were 0) in the temperature condition is shown in [Section A of Supplementary Materials](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![A heatmap showing the average duration of dwell time on the temperature curve for liberals (left, *N* = 69) and conservatives (right, *N* = 21) in the temperature condition. Participants whose ratings on the political orientation scale were below 0 were grouped as liberals and whose ratings on the political orientation scale were above 0 were grouped as conservatives. Warmer colors represent higher average duration of dwell time.](fpsyg-10-01541-g003){#fig3}

From [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, it is evident that both liberals and conservatives looked more at the relatively flat phase of the curve from 1940 to 1980 and the rising phase of the curve from 1990 to 2013. We therefore defined two areas of interest (AOIs) on the curve: the flat phase (1940 to 1980, subtending 5.7° of visual angle in width, 187 pixels, and 1.8° in height, 59 pixels) which we interpret as weaker evidence of climate change, and the rising phase (1990 to 2013, subtending 3.4° of visual angle in width, 112 pixels, and 3.0° in height, 98 pixels) which we interpret as stronger evidence of climate change[^2^](#fn002){ref-type="fn"}. To measure visual attention, we calculated dwell time in each AOI. Since participants spent different amounts of time on the graph, we calculated the proportional gaze dwell time for each participant, which was defined as the dwell time spent in each AOI divided by the total dwell time on the graph.

To examine the overall relationship between participants' political motivation and their visual attention on the graph, we correlated political orientation and the difference in proportional dwell time between the rising phase and the flat phase (rising − flat). There was no significant correlation between political orientation and the difference in proportional dwell time between the rising phase and the flat phase in the temperature condition \[*r*(102) = −0.15, *p* = 0.13\] or the neutral condition \[*r*(101) = −0.02, *p* = 0.86\]. However, relative to the neutral condition, in the temperature condition, more liberalism tended to be associated with greater proportional dwell time on the rising phase relative to the flat phase. These results point to a possibility that the more liberal the participants, the more attention they paid to the rising phase relative to the flat phase of the temperature curve. We further divided the participants into a liberal group and a conservative group. In the temperature condition, we did not find any correlation between attention on the graph and the degree of liberalism \[*r*(67) = −0.14, *p* = 0.26\] or conservatism \[*r*(19) = 0.08, *p* = 0.74\]. In the neutral condition, we did not find any correlation between attention on the graph and the degree of liberalism \[*r*(69) = −0.05, *p* = 0.70\] or conservatism \[*r*(19) = −0.32, *p* = 0.17\].

We then examined the relationship between visual attention and estimation. In the temperature condition, proportional dwell time on the rising phase relative to the flat phase was positively correlated with estimates of temperature change \[*r*(102) = 0.33, *p* \< 0.001\], but not in neutral condition \[*r*(101) = 0.05, *p* = 0.60\]. This suggests that more attention to the rising phase relative to the flat phase of the curve (i.e., more attention to stronger evidence of climate change) was associated with higher estimations of temperature change. We further divided the participants into a liberal group and a conservative group. In the temperature condition, we found that liberals who focused more on the rising phase of the curve relative to the flat phase provided higher estimates of temperature change \[*r*(67) = 0.30, *p* = 0.01\], and for conservatives, there was a marginal correlation \[*r*(19) = 0.38, *p* = 0.09\]. We note that although the value of *p* was marginal, the correlation coefficient was larger for conservatives than for liberals. This may be due to the smaller sample size of conservatives. The correlation coefficient may change if the sample size of conservatives increased. In the neutral condition, no correlation was found for liberals \[*r*(67) = 0.09, *p* = 0.46\] or conservatives \[*r*(19) = −0.01, *p* = 0.95\]. In sum, these results provide initial evidence suggesting that political orientation could be associated with attentional biases which alter the perception of the same evidence.

Experiment 2 {#sec9}
============

Experiment 1 involved a sample of undergraduate students, therefore limiting the generalizability of the findings. Experiment 2 aimed to replicate Experiment 1 with a broader online sample on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) using a novel attention-tracking technique called BubbleView. More importantly, this experiment aimed to examine how attentional biases were related to actions to mitigate climate change.

Participants {#sec10}
------------

A new group of 180 participants (58 females; mean age = 38.0 years, SD = 11.9) were recruited on MTurk. All participants gave informed consent and received US\$0.25 each as compensation for participation. All participants were from the United States. Three participants who provided an estimation above or below 2.5 standard deviations of the group mean were excluded from the study, leaving a final sample of 177.

Stimuli and Procedure {#sec11}
---------------------

The stimulus in this experiment was a graph showing annual global temperature, rather than temperature change as in the previous experiment. This was to ease the estimation of global temperature, as estimating average temperature change may be more difficult than estimating average temperature. Specifically, the graph showed the global annual mean surface air temperature in Celsius (°C) from 1880 to 2017 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), generated from estimates based on land and ocean data[^3^](#fn003){ref-type="fn"} provided by NASA. The graph was changed from land only to land and ocean to show a more representative view of the annual global temperature over years. The graph subtended 23.4° of visual angle in width (783 pixels) and 13.6° in height (450 pixels), assuming that participants were seated 50 cm from a computer monitor with a resolution of 1920 pixels × 1080 pixels.

![Experiment 2 Methods. Using the BubbleView technique, the graph on the left was covered by a black mask, and only a small circular area around the mouse was transparent. Participants had to move their mouse to see the graph.](fpsyg-10-01541-g004){#fig4}

As in the previous experiment, participants were randomly assigned to the temperature condition (*N* = 87) or the neutral condition (*N* = 90). To measure participants' attention, we used a novel online attention-tracking tool called BubbleView (adapted from [@ref25]). The entire graph, including the x-axis and the y-axis, was covered by a black mask, and only a small circular area around the mouse was transparent where the participant could see the underlying graph (see [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Participants were asked to move their mouse to see the content of the graph. The black mask was the same size as the graph. The transparent circular area subtended 1.2° of visual angle (diameter = 40 pixels). We tracked participants' mouse location as a proxy for visual attention.

After viewing the graph, participants were asked to estimate the average global temperature (°C) in the temperature condition, or the average value in the neutral condition from 1880 to 2017. They were asked to provide an estimate between 13 and 16 (the bounds of the y-axis). After providing the estimates, participants were presented with a petition to stand with the Nature Conservancy to call on United States leaders to stand strong on climate change, and were asked whether they were willing to sign it. Participants also indicated whether they were willing to donate to Natural Resource Defense Council. The order of the petition and the donation question was random. If participants were willing to sign the pledge, they provided their name and email which were then forwarded to [change.org](http://change.org). If participants were willing to donate, they were asked to indicate the amount of donation (which was only hypothetical). At the end of the experiment, participants in both conditions provided their demographic information and rated their political orientation on the same 11-point scale. As in the previous experiment, we divided participants into a liberal group and a conservative group. In the temperature condition, the mean rating on the political orientation scale was −0.82 (47 liberals and 29 conservatives). In the neutral condition, the mean rating on the political orientation scale was 0.11 (32 liberals and 39 conservatives).

Results and Discussion {#sec12}
----------------------

### BubbleView Results {#sec13}

This experiment aimed to replicate the attentional results from Experiment 1 using the BubbleView technique. To measure attention, we calculated the number of mouse locations in each AOI (defined below). Since there was no time limit for participants to view the graph, we used the proportional number of mouse location, which was calculated as the number of mouse locations in each AOI divided by the total number of mouse locations on the graph.

Similar to Experiment 1, we defined two AOIs on the temperature curve, one on the flat phase from 1880 to 1948 (subtending 8.3° of visual angle in width, 274 pixels, and 3.6° in height, 120 pixels), another on the rising phase from 1949 to 2017 (subtending 7.7° of visual angle in width, 254 pixels, and 5.2° in height, 170 pixels). We adjusted the AOIs from Experiment 1 because this graph was slightly different from the graph in Experiment 1, as it contained both land and ocean data, whereas the one in Experiment 1 contained only land data. This means that there was a small peak of global temperature around 1945 in the current graph, whereas the curve in Experiment 1 was relatively flat before 1980. For this reason, we tried to divide the curve into two halves (with the year 1949 being the mid-point), and the second half of the temperature curve was defined as the rising phase, which was steeper than the first half of the curve defined as the flat phase.

We first examined the relationship between political orientation and attention. This time, we did not find a correlation between political orientation and the proportional number of mouse location in the rising phase relative to the flat phase in the temperature condition \[*r*(85) = 0.07, *p* = 0.49\] or in the neutral condition \[*r*(88) = −0.03, *p* = 0.81\]. This did not replicate the numerical trend in Experiment 1. We further divided the participants into a liberal group and a conservative group. In the temperature condition, same as in Experiment 1, we did not find any correlation between attention on the graph and the degree of liberalism \[*r*(45) = 0.12, *p* = 0.44\] or conservatism \[*r*(27) = 0.09, *p* = 0.64\]. In the neutral condition, we did not find any correlation between attention on the graph and the degree of liberalism \[*r*(30) = −0.10, *p* = 0.58\] or conservatism \[*r*(37) = 0.20, *p* = 0.22\].

We then examined the relationship between attention and temperature estimation. In the temperature condition, we found that greater proportional number of mouse location in the rising phase relative to the flat phase was positively correlated with higher estimate of temperature \[*r*(85) = 0.34, *p* = 0.001\], but no correlation was found in the neutral condition \[*r*(88) = −0.10, *p* = 0.37\]. This result replicated the findings in Experiment 2, suggesting that more attention to the rising phase relative to the flat phase of the temperature curve (i.e., more salient evidence of climate change) was associated with higher estimations of global temperature.

The heatmaps of the average density of mouse location on the graph for liberals and conservatives are shown in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The heatmap of the average dwell time for independents (whose ratings on the political orientation scale were 0) in the temperature condition is shown in [Section B of Supplementary Materials](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In the temperature condition, liberals who focused more on the rising phase relative to the flat phase provided marginally higher estimates of temperature \[*r*(45) = 0.28, *p* = 0.054\], and the same marginal correlation was found for conservatives \[*r*(27) = 0.35, *p* = 0.06\]. In the neutral condition, no correlation was found for liberals \[*r*(30) = 0.10, *p* = 0.59\] or conservatives \[*r*(37) = −0.25, *p* = 0.13\]. These results suggest that both liberals and conservatives who focused more on the rising phase relative to the flat phase tended to provide a higher estimation of global temperature, which partially replicated Experiment 1 in which we found that liberals who focused more on the rising phase showed significantly higher perceived temperature, but this correlation was only marginal for conservatives.

![A heatmap showing the distribution of the average density of mouse location on the graph for liberals (left, *N* = 47) and for conservatives (right, *N* = 29) in the temperature condition. Participants whose ratings on the political orientation scale were below 0 were grouped as liberals and whose ratings on the political orientation scale were above 0 were grouped as conservatives. Warmer colors represent higher average density of mouse location.](fpsyg-10-01541-g005){#fig5}

### Climate Action Results {#sec14}

A more important goal of this experiment was to examine how attentional biases were related to actions to mitigate climate change. We first conducted log linear analyses on petition signing in the three-way contingency table. We found a significant three-way interaction \[*G*^2^(4) = 21.50, *p* \< 0.001\]. We then conducted separate chi-square tests for the temperature condition and the neutral condition. We found that more liberals signed the climate-related petition than conservatives did in the temperature condition (*X*^2^ = 10.19, *p* = 0.001), but not in the neutral condition (*X*^2^ = 1.74, *p* = 0.19) ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). This suggests that when the evidence was motivationally relevant, people were more likely to behave in ways that were consistent with their political orientations.

###### 

The number of liberals and conservatives who signed the petition or were willing to donate in the temperature condition and the neutral condition.

  Condition                  PO         Yes   No      Percent Yes   Chi-square
  -------------------------- ---------- ----- ------- ------------- -----------------------------
  **Petition signing**                                              
  Temperature                Liberals   25    22      53.2%         *X*^2^ = 10.19, *p* = 0.001
  Conservatives              4          25    13.7%                 
  Neutral                    Liberals   12    20      37.5%         *X*^2^ = 1.74, *p* = 0.19
  Conservatives              8          31    20.5%                 
  **Donation willingness**                                          
  Temperature                Liberals   16    31      34.0%         *X*^2^ = 0.97, *p* = 0.32
  Conservatives              6          23    20.7%                 
  Neutral                    Liberals   9     23      28.1%         *X*^2^ = 2.65, *p* = 0.10
  Conservatives              4          35    10.3%                 

For willingness to donate, we found that there was a significant three-way interaction \[*G*^2^(4) = 12.37, *p* = 0.02\]. However, we did not find a difference in the willingness to donate between liberals and conservatives in the temperature condition (*X*^2^ = 0.97, *p* = 0.32) or in the neutral condition (*X*^2^ = 2.65, *p* = 0.10) ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). The null results in donation could be driven by the fact that the donation question was hypothetical and no actual donations were made.

### Climate Action and Attention Results {#sec15}

In the final analysis, we examined the relationship between attention and the likelihood to sign the petition (we did not consider the donation results as they were insignificant in the previous section). In the temperature condition, greater attention to the flat phase relative to the rising phase was associated with a higher likelihood of signing the petition for liberals \[*r*(45) = −0.32, *p* = 0.03\]. However, greater attention to the rising phase relative to the flat phase was marginally associated with a higher likelihood of signing the petition for conservatives \[*r*(27) = 0.33, *p* = 0.08\]. In the neutral condition, there was no correlation between attention and willingness to sign for liberals \[*r*(30) = 0.21, *p* = 0.25\] or conservatives \[*r*(37) = −0.23, *p* = 0.15\]. This suggests that attention guides climate actions in different ways for liberals and conservatives.

Experiment 3 {#sec16}
============

The previous two experiments were correlational by nature. To seek causal evidence for the motivated attention framework, we manipulated attention by coloring different parts of the temperature curve to deliberately bias attention to stronger or weaker evidence of climate change. In other words, we aimed to examine how drawing attention to motivationally consistent evidence influences subsequent actions.

Participants {#sec17}
------------

A new group of 278 participants (155 females; mean age = 37.5 years, SD = 13.0) was recruited from MTurk. All participants gave informed consent and received US\$0.25 for participating. All participants were from the United States.

Stimuli and Procedure {#sec18}
---------------------

Given the slight increase in temperature from 1930 to 1945 on the land and ocean graph in Experiment 2 may diminish any attentional bias to the rising phase, the stimulus used in the current experiment was the same global temperature graph used in Experiment 1, generated from estimates based on land data only[^4^](#fn004){ref-type="fn"} provided by NASA, except that we converted the unit of global temperature from Celsius to Fahrenheit to facilitate the comprehension of temperature for United States participants, and we also updated the graph from 2013 to 2017. To manipulate attention, we highlighted the rising phase from 1950 to 2017 in red in the "rising red" condition (*N* = 105, [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), or highlighted the flat phase from 1880 to 1949 in red in the "flat red" condition (*N* = 84, [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), or did not highlight the curve in the control condition (*N* = 89, [Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In the rising red condition, the mean rating on the political orientation scale was −1.10 (60 liberals and 26 conservatives). In the flat red condition, the mean rating on the political orientation scale was −1.23 (42 liberals and 25 conservatives). Attention was again tracked using BubbleView as in Experiment 2. After viewing the graph, participants were asked whether they were willing to sign a climate-related petition and whether they were willing to donate to an environmental organization, as in Experiment 2.

![Experiment 3. **(A)** In the rising red condition, the rising phase from 1950 to 2017 was highlighted in red. **(B)** In the flat red condition, the flat phase from 1880 to 1949 was highlighted in red. **(C)** In the control condition, both rising and flat phases were in gray. A heatmap representing the distribution of the average density of mouse location on the graph is shown on the right side in each condition. Warmer colors represent higher average density of mouse location.](fpsyg-10-01541-g006){#fig6}

Results and Discussion {#sec19}
----------------------

### Manipulation Check {#sec20}

As a manipulation check, we examined attention allocation in different phases of the curve in each condition. Participants in the rising red condition paid more attention to the rising phase (AOI fixation = 28.6%) compared to that in the flat red condition (AOI fixation = 25.3%) and control condition (AOI fixation = 24.6%) \[*F*(2,275) = 4.86, *p=* 0.008, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.03\]. Participants in the flat red condition paid marginally more attention to the flat phase (AOI fixation = 23.4%) compared to that in the rising red condition (AOI fixation = 22.3%) and control condition (AOI fixation = 20.2%) \[*F*(2,275) = 2.65, *p =* 0.07, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.03\]. This suggests our manipulation of attention was successful, specifically, highlighting the rising phase in red drew more attention to the rising phase, and highlighting the flat phase in red drew more attention to the flat phase. The heatmaps of the average density of mouse location on the graph in each condition are shown in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.

### Climate Action Results {#sec21}

We first conducted log linear analyses on petition signing in the three-way contingency table. We found a significant three-way interaction among condition (rising vs. flat), political orientation (liberals vs. conservatives), and signing (yes vs. no) \[*G*^2^(4) = 13.31, *p* = 0.01\]. This interaction suggests that more liberals than conservatives signed the petition when the rising phase was highlighted, but not when the flat phase was highlighted. To probe this interaction further, we conducted separate chi-square tests for the rising red condition and the flat red condition. Liberals were more likely to sign the petition than conservatives when the rising phase was highlighted (*X*^2^ = 8.80, *p* = 0.003). When the flat phase was highlighted, there was no significant difference between liberals and conservatives (*X*^2^ = 0.66, *p* = 0.42) ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). This suggests that liberals were more likely to sign the petition when the rising phase was highlighted than when the flat phase was highlighted.

###### 

The number of liberals and conservatives who signed the petition or were willing to donate in the rising red and the flat red conditions.

  Condition                  PO         Yes   No      Percent Yes   Chi-square
  -------------------------- ---------- ----- ------- ------------- ------------------------------
  **Petition signing**                                              
  Rising red                 Liberals   34    26      56.7%         *X*^2^ = 8.80, *p* = 0.003
  Conservatives              5          21    19.2%                 
  Flat red                   Liberals   19    23      45.2%         *X*^2^ = 0.66, *p* = 0.42
  Conservatives              8          17    32.0%                 
  **Donation willingness**                                          
  Rising red                 Liberals   31    29      51.7%         *X*^2^ = 13.03, *p* \< 0.001
  Conservatives              2          24    7.7%                  
  Flat red                   Liberals   15    27      35.7%         *X*^2^ = 0.53, *p* = 0.47
  Conservatives              6          19    24.0%                 

For willingness to donate, we again found a significant three-way interaction \[*G*^2^(4) = 20.00, *p* \< 0.001\]. Moreover, liberals were more willing to donate than conservatives when the rising phase was highlighted (*X*^2^ = 13.03, *p* \< 0.001), but there was no significant difference between liberals and conservatives when the flat phase was highlighted (*X*^2^ = 0.53, *p* = 0.47). This again suggests that liberals were more willing to donate when the rising phase was highlighted than when the flat phase was highlighted.

The results collectively suggest that drawing attention to more salient evidence of climate change encouraged actions in liberals. Although there was no significant difference between the two groups when the flat phase was highlighted, there was a numerical increase in both petition signing and donation willingness for conservatives when the flat phase was highlighted than when the rising phase was highlighted. In sum, these results provide initial evidence that drawing attention to motivationally consistent evidence can increase actions.

General Discussion {#sec22}
==================

The goal of the current study was to examine how political motivations (i.e., political orientation) shape visual attention to climate information and how these attentional biases alter the perception of climate evidence and influence subsequent actions to mitigate climate change. We propose a motivated attention framework that offers a cognitive pathway underlying the partisan divide on climate change ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, the framework suggests that socio-political motivations shape attention to climate information, altering perception of climate evidence and subsequent actions.

In three experiments, we provided initial preliminary evidence to support the motivated attention framework. In Experiment 1, we found that liberals tended to attend more to the rising phase of the temperature curve than the flat phase of the curve and give a higher estimate of global temperature change than conservatives did. In addition, liberals who attended more to the rising phase of the curve relative to the flat phase gave a higher estimate of temperature change, but this effect was weaker in conservatives. However, this result was not found in the neutral condition. Thus, attending more to the rising phase of the temperature curve may induce concerns in liberals, leading to a bias in their estimation of the global temperature change, but attending more to the rising phase of the neutral curve does not alter the perception of the evidence because of a lack of prior motivations. These results suggest that political orientation can bias visual attention to climate change evidence, which alters the perception of the evidence.

In Experiment 2, we partially replicated the findings in Experiment 1 with a larger sample in the United States using the BubbleView technique to track attention online. The lack of a correlation between political orientation and attention on the rising phase in Experiment 2 could be driven by the fact that the flat phase was indeed less flat than that in Experiment 1. Since the global temperature graph contained both land and ocean data, there was a slight increase from 1930 to 1945. This increase may have made the flat phase and the rising phase more similar, therefore diminishing any attentional bias to the rising phase.

A more important finding in Experiment 2 was that the attentional difference between the rising phase and the flat phase was negatively correlated with the likelihood of signing the petition for liberals, but positively correlated for conservatives. One explanation is that liberals were equally sensitive to the increase in global temperature from 1930 to 1945 in the flat phase and from 1949 to 2017 in the rising phase, so focusing on both phases equally was associated with a higher likelihood of signing the petition. Another explanation is that liberals who were inherently more likely to sign the petition attended to the increases in temperature in both phases equally. For conservatives, however, the relationship was reversed. There were two possible interpretations of the correlation: those who attended more to the rising phase than the flat phase became more concerned with climate change and therefore were more likely to sign the petition; or, those who are more likely to sign a petition generally attend to the rising temperature as evidence for their action. Since the relationship was only correlational, we cannot identify the directionality. Nonetheless, the results from Experiment 2 suggest that attention guides climate actions in different ways for liberals and conservatives.

Experiment 3 examined the causality between attention and climate action by drawing attention to the rising phase or the flat phase. We found that liberals were more likely to sign the petition or donate to an environmental organization when the rising phase (their motivationally consistent evidence) was highlighted. However, conservatives were more likely to sign or donate when the flat phase (their motivationally consistent evidence) was highlighted. These results suggest that drawing attention to motivationally consistent evidence increases actions for both liberals and conservatives. Critically, the evidence is different for liberals and conservatives depending on their motivations. This also suggests that the same approach that works for liberals may not work for conservatives.

An important limitation of the current study is that it does not provide evidence on how altered perceptions and actions reinforce prior motivations. This is a promising avenue for future studies that can examine this positive feedback loop between actions and motivations. For interventions, future studies can also investigate ways to break the feedback loop to prevent further polarization. For example, since conservatives were more likely to act when they voluntarily attended to stronger evidence of climate change, but not when their attention was deliberately drawn to the evidence, one solution is to implicitly bias conservatives' visual attention to stronger climate change evidence, such as framing the evidence in a way that is consistent with their values and beliefs ([@ref2]). In the current study, we tested people's civic actions in the public sphere by asking them to sign a petition and donate to an environmental organization. Future studies can generalize the findings to behaviors in the private sphere, such as how likely they are to drive or fly less.

The current study suggests that ideologically driven motivations can influence basic perceptual processes. It reveals an attentional pathway underlying motivated reasoning, which helps explain group polarization. For example, students from different schools may attend to different players in the same game, which led to different perceptions of the game ([@ref13]). Liberals and conservatives may attend to different numbers in the same table, which led to different perceptions of risk ([@ref23]). People with greater science literacy or high numeracy skills may be better able to selectively attend to different sources of evidence, which can lead to greater group polarization ([@ref8]; [@ref24]).

Beyond group polarization, the current study provides an attentional account to several well-established phenomena in social psychology. For example, cognitive dissonance is triggered when the evidence presented is inconsistent with a person's beliefs, which can motivate the person to try to reduce dissonance ([@ref11]). One way to reduce dissonance is to avoid focusing attention on situations or information which will likely increase dissonance, and pay greater attention to information which will help to achieve consonance. Another example is confirmation bias where a person seeks or interprets evidence in ways that confirm existing beliefs, expectations, or a hypothesis in mind ([@ref38]). The person may increase his/her attention to evidence that confirms their prior beliefs and suppress attention to evidence that disconfirms their beliefs. A third example is the central and peripheral route to persuasion, where the former involves a deliberate analysis of the content of the message, and the latter uses simple cues in the context ([@ref41]). The central route is employed when a person is motivated and has the ability to process the arguments in the message. Otherwise, the peripheral route takes place. When the evidence is consistent with people's motivations, they may pay more attention to the evidence to deliberately analyze the information, which follows the central route. When the evidence is inconsistent with their motivations, they may pay less attention to the evidence and instead to the peripheral cues, which follows the peripheral route. As shown in one of the past studies, when a message is framed consistently with one's value, it is more likely to be processed deliberately, and the strength of the argument influenced one's attitude ([@ref50]).

In addition to theoretical implications, the current findings have potential practical implications for climate communication that uses data visualization to engage the public and policymakers ([@ref12]; [@ref3]; [@ref54]). First, the current study suggests that providing climate change evidence alone is likely to be insufficient since people may pay attention differently depending on their motivations. Second, the study suggests that we cannot use the same communication strategy for liberals and conservatives. For example, in Experiment 3, we found that drawing attention to more convincing evidence of climate change encouraged more liberals to act, but discouraged conservatives. Third, climate communication needs to align with ideological motivations to capture people's attention. One approach is to frame climate change consistently with people's values, such as framing mitigation efforts as promoting a warmer society and economic or technological development ([@ref2]). Another approach is to provide information on peer group norms to shift attention, since people may have incorrect beliefs of how their peers view a controversial issue ([@ref49]).

The current study is significant in several ways. First, it provides an attentional mechanism to understand group polarization on climate change. Specifically, our results provide initial preliminary evidence for the motivated attention framework, suggesting an attentional divide between liberals and conservatives. Second, the current study has implications for theories of ideologically motivated reasoning, demonstrating their influence on basic perceptual processes. Third, we offer a free new tool, BubbleView, to track attention online, which is more cost-effective compared to a conventional eyetracker. Finally, our findings have implications for climate communication and the design of behavioral interventions to mobilize actions on climate change in different socio-political groups.
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Section A. Experiment 1: A heatmap for independents

###### 

A heatmap showing the average duration of dwell time on the temperature curve for independents (*N* = 14) in the temperature condition. Participants whose ratings on the political orientation scale were 0 were grouped as independents. Warmer colors represent higher average duration of dwell time.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

Section B. Experiment 2: A heatmap for independents

###### 

A heatmap showing the distribution of the average density of mouse location on the graph for independents (*N* = 11). Participants whose ratings on the political orientation scale were 0 were grouped as liberals and whose ratings on the political orientation scale were above 0 were grouped as conservatives. Warmer colors represent higher average density of mouse location.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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